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Abstract

A Building Energy Simulation (BES) model based on TRNSYS, was developed to investigate the overall heat transfer coefficient (U-value) of greenhouse covers including polyethylene (PE), polycarbonate (PC), polyvinyl chloride (PVC), and horticultural glass (HG). This was used to determine the influences of inside-to-outside temperature difference, wind speed, and night sky radiation on the U-values of these materials. The model was calibrated using published values of the inside and outside convective heat transfer coefficients. Validation of the model was demonstrated by the agreement between the computed and experimental results for a single-layer PE film. The results from the BES model showed significant changes in U-value in response to variations in weather parameters and the use of single or double layer greenhouse covers. It was found that the U-value of PC, PVC, and HG was 9%, 4%, and 15% lower, respectively, than that for PE. In addition, by using double glazing a 34% reduction in heat loss was noted. For the given temperature U-value increases as wind speed increases. The slopes at the temperature differences of 20, 30, 40, and 50 °C, were approximately 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9, respectively. The results agree with those put forward by other researchers. Hence, the presented model is reliable and can play a valuable role in future work on greenhouse energy modelling.
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Introduction

Energy management of greenhouses is one of the most significant challenges to greenhouse farming. The cost of heating has increased to 49% of the total production cost because of continually increasing fossil fuel prices (Yang et al., 2012). In addition to using different energy supply techniques, energy saving measures need to be considered to reduce the energy demand of greenhouses and improve the economics of greenhouse crop production. The estimation of heat loss through greenhouse-covering materials is a significant component of energy management when designing a greenhouse according to the local weather conditions. Reduction of the energy consumption by the building sector is a way of reducing the environmental impact of the buildings (Mahapatra, 2015). A greenhouse-covering material should possess good heat insulation properties by allowing shortwave radiation into the greenhouse, yet being opaque to infrared radiation. To manage greenhouse energy effectively, it is important to understand the thermal behavior of the glazing materials (Al-Mahdouri et al., 2013). The amount of energy required for heating depends on the thermal efficiency of the building and it is likely to be higher under severe climate conditions. Hence, the annual operating cost associated with energy increases.

Designers can help to reduce the annual operating cost with their predesign decisions (Abu Bakar et al., 2015). In the literature, researchers rarely discuss heat...
flow through building envelopes; thus methods for heat loss calculations are needed in order to make decisions for future energy-efficient buildings (Pulselli et al., 2009). Calculation of heat loss is the first step before selecting a suitable heating system for a greenhouse (Esen & Yuksel, 2013). Overall energy loss occurs due to convection, conduction, and thermal radiation. These losses are influenced by outside weather conditions, for which the difference between the inside and outside temperatures, wind speed, and long wave radiation are the most important. The inside and outside environmental effects are the two main aspects related to buildings (Zhang & Lei, 2012). Among the other factors influencing the energy demand of a building, the construction materials used is one of the most important (Zhou & Zhao, 2013).

Ozturk (2005) conducted a numerical study to estimate the overall heat loss of a greenhouse covered with polyethylene (PE), based on heat convection and conduction, thickness of the material, and inner and outer surface temperatures. The American Society of Testing Material (ASTM, 1993), in a report, proposed standards for a laboratory hot box for the calculation of the U-values of the materials. A hot box method is used to measure the thermal resistance of materials by estimating the temperature difference between both sides of the component. The test material is placed between two rooms maintained at different temperatures (so-called hot and cold chambers), the external envelops of the chambers should be well insulated to reduce heat loss. The thermal resistance of the test films could be calculated by the power needed to maintain the hot chamber at constant temperature as well as to maintain a temperature difference between the hot and cold chambers (Buratti et al., 2016). There are two methods for the laboratory measurement of overall heat transfer coefficient: guarded and calibrated hot box methods. The guarded hot box is built by placing a metering box (heating box) inside the guard chamber, since the guard chamber and the metering box are kept at same temperature. On the other hand, in the calibrated hot box method the entire apparatus is placed in a known surrounding ambient temperature generally different from the metering (hot) chamber. Gao et al. (2004), Asdrubali & Baldinelli (2011), and Kus et al. (2013) used an experimental hot box to study the rigid construction wall materials. These methods were originally established for measuring rigid material but they also allow measurement of thin materials like greenhouse covers. Geoola et al. (2009) designed a laboratory guarded hot box to investigate the U-values of greenhouse covers in dry and wet conditions as a function of inside-to-outside temperature difference and wind speed. On the other hand, Fadel et al. (2016) prepared a laboratory hot box to study the heat and light transmittance of different greenhouse covers by considering the temperature and light only. Diop et al. (2012) developed a laboratory hot box to study the effect of weather parameters including, inside-to-outside temperature difference, wind speed and sky temperature on U-value of different commercially used greenhouse covers. Feuilloley & Issanchou (1996) developed a method to for measuring U-values of single layers of greenhouse cover using outdoor hot box experiments where cover films were tested under natural conditions of temperature, winds speed, and sky radiation. All the above studies used the hot box method to investigate greenhouse cover thermal behavior experimentally under different conditions.

Presence of building energy simulation (BES) tools for energy analysis of different buildings allows for complete environment for BES modelling. Compared with the experimental setup, the important advantages of BES modelling are its cost effectiveness and easy handling in terms of experiment apparatus designing and operation. Many BES models have been developed worldwide and successful validation allows adoption of these models for particular analyses.

BES tools provide the opportunity to examine the thermal behavior of buildings by considering all realistic conditions. TRNSYS (TRaNsient SYstem Simulation) program is a BES program, a hybrid simulator, which allows dynamic simulation of simple as well as complex buildings and energy systems (Klein, 2012). TRNSYS is a versatile, component based and extensible energy simulation tool. This program was designed by University of Wisconsin’s Solar energy lab and has been commercially available since 1975, since then program has been under continuous development (Rasheed et al., 2015). The simulations can be made using particular-purposed conditions.

In this study, TRNSYS 17 was used to prepare a BES model of an existing laboratory hot box. The BES model was calibrated using published values for inside and outside convective heat transfer coefficients and it was validated using the results from laboratory experiments. The BES model was used to examine the thermal behavior of greenhouse covers, in particular, on how the U-value was influenced by outside weather conditions and by the number of layers in the greenhouse cover.

Material and methods

Experimental hot box

Laboratory experiments regarding the investigation of U-values of different greenhouse covers related to outside weather parameters were conducted using a
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Figure 1. Laboratory experimental hot box setup.

calibrated hot box, as designed in our previous study (Diop et al., 2014), according to the ASTM standards C 236-89 (ASTM, 1993). Fig. 1 shows the picture of the laboratory hot box. The experimental setup is outlined in the current paper, and the reader can find detailed information in the cited reference. Fig. 2 shows a schematic diagram of the hot box constructed in the laboratory and replicated in the BES model. The hot box had a cross section of 800 × 800 mm with a height of 900 mm. The sidewalls and base were made of 100-mm thick polystyrene insulation, a heating device was placed on the bottom to maintain the required inside temperature. The heating power was 500 W and a wattmeter (Power Manager, STC, Korea) was used to measure the input power. To investigate the temperature effect, different inside temperatures were obtained by changing the heat input. The test materials were inserted through the top of the hot box, which was exposed to outside weather conditions. The hot box was placed into a cold chamber to control outside weather conditions. A cooler was installed inside of the cold chamber enabling to control temperature to 0 °C.

The wind speed effect was created using a fan and wind speed was measured with a Kestrel 4500 wind gauge (Nielsen-Kellerman, USA). A night-sky radiation simulator, a unit to implement simulated sky radiation, was placed above the top surface of the hot box to simulate radiative heat loss to the sky. This unit is made of stainless steel covered with aluminum foil with copper pipes laid into the unit, through which coolant R22 is injected. All experiments were made for nighttime conditions. The following equation was used to calculate the U-values of the test materials:

\[ U = \frac{Q}{A(T_i - T_o)} \]  

where \( U \) is overall heat transfer coefficient (W · m² · K⁻¹), \( Q \) is the heat loss through the tested material (W), \( A \) is the area of the test sample (m²), and \( T_i \) and \( T_o \) are the inside and outside air temperatures (°C), respectively.

In order to determine the heat loss through the tested materials the heat losses through sidewalls were subtracted from the total heat input.

\[ Q = Q_r - Q_w \]  

where \( Q_r \) is the heating power of heater (watts), and \( Q_w \) is the heat loss through walls (watts), the heat loss through the wall is

\[ Q_w = \frac{\lambda S_w}{L}(T_s - T_u) \]  

where \( \lambda \) is thermal conductivity coefficient of polystyrene (W · m⁻¹ · K⁻¹), \( S_w \) is wall surface area (m²), \( L \) is the thickness of the hot box wall (m), \( T_s \) and \( T_u \) are surface temperatures (°C) of inner and outer walls, respectively.

The inside and outside of the hot box air temperatures at various locations were measured using HOBO air temperature sensors (Onset, USA) and internal and external surface temperatures of the hot box walls were measured using UE-1530 (USEEM, Korea) surface temperature sensors. The surface temperature sensors were attached with the surface by using silicon oil compound (YG6111, Japan), a metal oxide-filled silicon oil compound which provide homogeneous super thermal conductivity.

BES model

Model creation

We created a model of the hot box, with the same conditions and specifications used in the laboratory hot box, using the TRNSYS program. Table 1 gives all the test conditions we applied to the selected materials. The temperature outside of the hot box was fixed at 0 °C during all simulations. By changing the temperature inside the hot box, the sky temperature, and the wind speed, we investigated the U-values of the selected materials.

TRNSYS consists of a series of programs and add-ons used to carry out user-defined simulations. For this study, we used TRNSYS Simulation Studio, TRNBuild, Trnsys3d, with Windows 7.4 software. Fig. 3 shows a flow diagram for the hot box model using TRNSYS. We used Windows 7.4 software to create a DOE-2 file (readable by TRNBuild) for each covering material. Fig 4 shows a sample of a DOE-2 file for a double-layer of PE film with an air gap of 50 mm. This file was
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all the components are linked to allow information sharing. In the Simulation Studio, the “Multizone building” model known as “TYPE 56”, a TRNSYS component, was used, which interconnects with TRNBuild, containing all the defined information of the hot box project. “TYPE 56” requires a weather-data file. For our specific study, instead of using a weather data file containing time varying weather parameters, we used fixed values of weather parameters by setting them in the Simulation Studio using an equation component.

Model calibration

In building simulation research, error, or the difference between simulated and experimental imported into TRNBuild to create our hot box 3-D model (shown in Fig. 5), using Trnsys3d, a plugin for Google SketchUp™ software. TRNBuild was used for the basic project description by entering the following inputs: the desired heating temperature; heat power; inside convective heat transfer coefficient \( (h_i) \) and outside convective heat transfer coefficient \( (h_e) \). The desired outputs needed to run simulation were the inside air and surface temperatures of the tested materials which were further used as input in TRNBuild for the calculation of \( h_i \) and \( h_e \). The heat loss through the test material is the desired model result. TRNBuild reads and processes the input data for a specific project and makes it available to the Simulation Studio. Then, in the Simulation Studio, which is the main interface of the TRNSYS program, the test matrix.

Table 1. Test matrix.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cover material</th>
<th>Cover</th>
<th>Inside-to-outside temp. difference (°C)</th>
<th>Wind speed (m·s(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Sky radiation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PE, PC, PVC, HG</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE, PC, PVC, HG</td>
<td>Double</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE, PC, PVC, HG</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE, PC, PVC, HG</td>
<td>Double</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0–15</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0–15</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PE</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>20–50</td>
<td>0–6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: Measured at inside-to-outside temperature differences of 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 °C. – indicates the range of values, for wind speed 0 to 15 with the 1 m·s\(^{-1}\) step and temperature range from 20 to 50 °C with 10 °C step. PE, polyethylene; PC, polycarbonate; PVC, polyvinyl chloride; HG, horticulture glass.
Figure 3. Flow chart of the BES procedure.

Figure 4. Sample DOE-2 file for the double-layer PE material.
results, often occurs because of variation in the input parameters. To remove uncertainties, calibration of the BES model is needed, which involves modifying inputs to check their effect on outputs (Calleja Rodríguez et al., 2013). Regarding this aspect, in the very first step, we needed to define the required materials, because TRNSYS does not contain greenhouse cover materials. For this purpose, the properties of the corresponding materials were entered into the Windows 7.4 software and a DOE-2 file was created (Table 2) using optical and thermal properties of each material (Valera Martinez et al., 2008). Moreover, TRNBuild uses constant values of inside ($h_i$) and outside ($h_e$) convective heat transfer coefficients as input. We needed to adjust these input values in TRNBuild for detailed observation of the material’s thermal behavior related to weather parameters. The convective heat transfer coefficient depends on surface temperature, air temperature, and wind speed. As building energy analyses are very sensitive to the convective heat transfer coefficient, many researchers conduct sensitivity analysis and report that, according to the choice of the convective heat transfer coefficient, energy demand can vary from 20% to 40% (Emmel et al., 2007). Many researchers have proposed different relationships between the convective heat transfer coefficient and weather parameters. In our previous study, we incorporated these relationships, commonly used for thin layers such as greenhouse cover materials. The following equations show the different relationships proposed for $h_i$ and $h_e$ (Hwang et al., 2013).

  \[ h_i = 7.2 \]
  \[ h_e = 7.2 + 3.8W \]  
- McAdams (1954)
  \[ h_i = 1.38(T_a - T_s)^{1/3} \]
  \[ h_e = 5.62 + 2.8W \]  
- Watmuff et al. (1977)
  \[ h_i = 1.247(T_a - T_s)^{1/3} \]
  \[ h_e = 2.8 + 3.0W \]  

where $W$ is the wind speed, $T_a$ the inside air temperature, and $T_s$ the inside surface temperature.

These equations for internal and external convective heat transfer coefficients were analyzed for the calibration of our model for which results are shown in Fig. 6. Garzoli’s $h_i$ and Watmuff’s $h_e$ calculations (Eqs. 5 and 8, respectively) were adopted, as the calculated values agreed well with experimental results.

### Model validation

To validate our model, the BES-computed results for a single-layer PE were compared to experimental results. Fig. 7 presents a comparison between the measured and simulated U-values at various inside-to-outside temperature differences, when ambient temperature was fixed at 0 °C, and sky temperature was the same as ambient temperature 0 °C considering

---

**Table 2. Greenhouse cover material characteristics.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cover characteristics</th>
<th>PE</th>
<th>PVC</th>
<th>PC</th>
<th>HG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Solar transmittance</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar reflectance</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visible radiation transmittance</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visible radiation reflectance</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal radiation transmittance</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal radiation emission</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductivity (W·m⁻¹·K⁻¹)</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness (mm)</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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Figure 6. Variation in U-value with different values of \( h_i \) and \( h_e \).

Figure 7. Experimental and simulated results at low wind speed. 1, “with night sky radiation”; 2, “without night sky radiation”.

Figure 8. U-values of greenhouse covers according to the inside-to-outside temperature difference (a) in absence of night sky radiation; (b) in presence of night sky radiation. S, single-layer; D, double-layer.

no radiative heat loss to the sky (absence of night sky radiation), at a low wind speed of 0.5 m·s\(^{-1}\). Furthermore, the experiment was repeated with a sky temperature of -20 °C (presence of night sky radiation), while all other conditions were the same as previous. The experimental and simulated U-values agreed well in the absences of night sky radiation as the minimum error was 0% and the maximum error was only 1.3%. In the presence of night sky radiation, the experimental U-value was a little higher than that of the BES computed at lower inside-to-outside temperature differences, and the minimum error was 0.3% and the maximum was 23%. This difference occurred because during the laboratory experiments the sky temperature was not constant. The target night sky temperature was -20 °C but the distribution of night sky temperature on tested covers were ranged from -18 to -22 °C, on the other hand, by using BES the sky temperature was well controlled by fixing it exactly to -20 °C. In addition, the absolute radiative heat loss difference between experimental and BES computed was same for all the inside-to-outside temperature differences, but the difference between experimental and BES computed U-value increased as the inside-to-outside temperature differences decreased. This is because the U-value is inversely proportional to the temperature difference, as shown in Eq. (1).

Results and discussion

After the successful calibration and validation of our BES model, further analyses were performed to investigate the U-values of other greenhouse covers including polycarbonate (PC), polyvinyl chloride (PVC), and horticultural glass (HG), with single and double layers, by applying the test conditions listed in Table 1. Moreover, the influence of weather parameters (including wind speed, inside-to-outside temperature difference, and night sky radiation) on U-value was analyzed.

The BES model was used to calculate the U-values of different greenhouse covering materials with both single and double layers. The simulations carried out in the absence of night sky radiation at a wind speed of 0 m·s\(^{-1}\), and over the range (0 to 50 °C) of inside-to-outside temperature differences shown in Fig. 8a.
which caused more convective heat loss. This almost linear increase in U-value followed the same trend reported by Geoola et al. (2009), and Lee et al. (2015). Moreover, the U-value of double-layer PE was 34% lower than it was for single PE, which means that the heat requirement could be decreased significantly by using a double layer. The other materials showed the same trend of decreasing U-value using a double layer. PE had the highest U-value and HG the lowest among the tested materials, which indicates that HG performed better thermally. The U-value of PC, PVC, and HG was 9%, 4%, and 15% lower, respectively, than it was for PE.

Fig. 8b shows the variation in the U-value when simulations were carried out to investigate the influence of inside-outside temperature difference with night sky radiation. These were made by running the simulations with a night sky temperature −20 °C, inside-outside temperature difference ranges (0 to 50 °C), wind speed of 0 m·s⁻¹. It was found that, at the lowest temperature difference of 2 °C, the U-values of all materials were very high, and they decreased significantly as the temperature difference increased, becoming almost constant at differences above 20 °C. This is because, at low temperature difference, there is only radiative heat loss, and as the inside-to-outside temperature difference of the hot box increases, the effect of convective heat loss is added and U-value became constant. The U-value was a little higher than it was in the “without night sky radiation” results, because of the addition of radiative heat loss. The trend of these results can also be found in the study of Feuilloley & Issanchou (1996).

Fig. 9 shows the effect of sky temperature on the U-value of a single-layer PE film. Simulations were made with the following preset conditions: 20 °C inside-to-outside temperature difference, 0 m·s⁻¹ of wind speed, and sky temperature varying from −20 to 0 °C. It can be seen from the results that increasing the sky temperature from −20 to 0 °C resulted in a reduction in the U-value.

Fig. 10 shows the variability in U-value according to wind speed ranges from 0 to 15 m·s⁻¹, for a single-layer PE film, with (−20 °C) and without (0 °C) night sky radiation, and with an inside-to-outside temperature difference of 20 °C. The results show that both with and without night sky radiation, the U-value increased with increasing wind speed. This is because wind speed is a function of the outside surface convective heat transfer coefficient, and by increasing wind speed, only convective heat loss increase. The contribution of radiative heat loss to the total cover heat loss was greater than that of convective heat loss, which is also confirmed in a previous study conducted on the night energy balance of a PE-covered greenhouse (Baille...
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Figure 12. Variation in the U-value of single-layer PE, according to the inside-to-outside temperature difference of the hot box and wind speed.

Table 3. Regression equations of U-value based on wind speed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inside-to-outside temp. difference (°C)</th>
<th>Equation</th>
<th>$R^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>$U = 0.3W + 7.2974$</td>
<td>0.9930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>$U = 0.5W + 7.1433$</td>
<td>0.9941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>$U = 0.7W + 7.1708$</td>
<td>0.9948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>$U = 0.9W + 6.7552$</td>
<td>0.9848</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

et al., 2006). Fig. 11 shows the ratio of convective to radiative heat loss based on wind speed, when inside-to-outside temperature difference was 20 °C, and sky temperature was -20 °C. Forced convection due to wind speed causes an increase in convective heat loss, a trend confirmed experimentally by Nijskens et al. (1984).

Fig. 12 shows the variation in the U-value of single-layer PE, according to inside-to-outside temperature difference range from 20 to 50 °C, wind speed ranges from 0 to 6 m·s$^{-1}$, and at sky temperature of -20 °C. The U-values exhibited linear increases with increasing wind speed and with temperature difference. The influence of wind speed was higher when the temperature difference was greater. Table 3 shows the linear regressions of U-value on wind speed for different inside-to-outside temperature differences. The $R^2$ values for the gradients show there is a very strong linear relationship.

In summary, a BES hot box simulation model, based on TRNSYS, was developed to investigate the U-values of greenhouse-covering materials. The BES model was calibrated using published values of the inside and outside heat transfer coefficients and validated by comparison with results measured using a physical hot box model in the laboratory. The BES model was used to calculate the U-values of covers made from single and double layers of PE, PC, PVC, and HG. It was found that the U-value is influenced significantly by inside-to-outside temperature difference, wind speed and sky temperature. The U-value increased as the inside-to-outside temperature difference of increased, and, for any selected temperature difference, as the wind speed increased. The U-values exhibited linear relationships with wind speed and inside-to-outside temperature difference. The radiative heat loss increased as the sky temperature was reduced. During the nighttime, the radiative heat loss was higher than the convective heat loss, so different strategies should be adopted to reduce radiative loss. The convective heat loss was about 20% of the total heat loss at wind speed of 0 m·s$^{-1}$ which increased to 50% when wind speed was 5 m·s$^{-1}$ and more than 50% as wind speed increased. The U-value of PC, PVC, and HG was 9%, 4%, and 15% lower, respectively, than that for PE. In addition, by using a double layer a 34% reduction in heat loss was obtained.

The BES model allows for the analysis of glazing with different materials to observe the behavior of materials against outside weather conditions, which can assist in decision-making when applying energy conservation techniques to greenhouses. In conclusion, TRNSYS shows extreme flexibility in user-defined modelling. This work contributes to the expansion of future work on greenhouse modelling, as energy management of greenhouses requires a better understanding of the thermal behavior of the materials used along with the energy supplying techniques. Our future research will include analyses of design parameters of the greenhouse from an energy conservation point of view.
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